
KCS 4O*foot Rehuilt Box Car
by Greg Martin Coeoa Beach 2006 Prototype Rails

In 1949 the KCS rebuilds 92 USRA Double Sheathed 40-foot boxcars to post war
AAR design standards.
Series f5500 to 15599

ACCURAIL@ ARR and llouble Sheathed Box Car Conversiono The Cross - Kit Conversion utilizes the ACCIiRAIL@ AAR body and the USRA double sheathed
underframe.

o The cross- Kit is all styrene and is the basis for other like war era rebuilds.r The project also introduces $Dme new techniques and offers some timesaver tips forfrrture
projects

' This project will result in better than &verage rezults with not near the fiustration. The level of
detail is up to you.

'Albeit not completely accurate the car is very realistic even thought the dreadnaughts are not
exactly correct

'The complete car should only take afew nights to complete and makes a great weekend project

Projeet Overview
The carbody il stripped of the unwanted molded on details srch as the grab irons, the ladder
rungs' the rmf walko brake plaform $rpports, brake rod, comer stepriiO" sill tabs and the door
support is shortened.
The underframe is the same; howeyer, the brake detail is nearranged to match the drawings from
Jeff Koeller in Mainline Modeler (April 192). The molded on cur-ple" pockets arc modilied to
noceive the ACCURAIL@ ACCUMATE: EO prroto Coupler.
The following oveniew drawingwill help you follow the basic idea

Overview Drawing
If your cartody is bowed inward as mine was, insert two or three pieces of styrene or spme stock
lYt'longinside the car body (not shown in the drawing) to take the bow out
Keep the new simulated channels (.030'x .125') strips flush with the lead edp of the bolster and
the main cross bearrers and dlow the excess to rise above the carfloor. (See Jitrs drawing)
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Getting Started...
Kit Contents:
An ACCURAIL@ ARR Car body, USRA Double Sheathed Underframe, Brake parts, Trucks,
and ACCURAIL@ Proto Coupler
Tools Required:
XACTO #11 blade (standard) and #11 (narrowed half size) pin vise, #80, 79, 78 and 55, #4{X} and
600 grit Wet and Dry sandpaper and side cutting pliers.
Additions Parts supplied:
2 pieces .030"x.125" styrene stripsr 4 pieces.043'x .043" (scale 4x4) styrene strips, 1 piece.010'x
.060" styrene strip, 1 pieces.0l5' styrene rod, 2 pieces.0l0' styrene rod.

Begin at the Beginning says Alice.".The Underf-rame...
. The layout of the KCS rebuilt underframe difrered from the standard USRA underframe in that

the brake equipment was all to one side of th car. The reservoir hole was plugged and the
reservoir moved to the
opposite side of the car and
mounted transverse at the
original location of the
triple valve.

Underframe
Oblique view. Using

M.".1
li.rct't Wft )

styrene for the brake parts makes the system go together quickly,



.The train line was added the length of
the car. but was assembled in two
pieces, it is 26 gauge coated floral wire.
.The retainer valve line is.010" styrene
rod. The brake rods are.015" styrene
rod as is the brake pipingfrom the
reservoir and cylinder to the triple
valve.
.The tip end of the cylinder was held
with tn'eezers and saw cut was made
with a razor saw to allow the clevis to
be inserted.
.The clcvis' were shaped from a piece of
.010"x.060" styrcne trimmed and
shaped, the B end was 3O-scale inches
long and the A end was 2O-scale inches

Iong. The B end was cemented to the cylinder tip the A end cemented to the side of the center sill.
.The brake rods were trimmed to fit and cemented to the bolster as not to disrupt the truck swing.

The Side Sill and other Details

.As you can see in the photo, the side silUsimulated channel (.030"x .125" styrene strip) is added
directly
to the
side of
the
USRA
underfr
ame and
bottom
edge of

the simulated channel is held flush to the lead edge of the two bolsters and the two main cross
bcarers.

.The post side plates are matched with the centerline of the side panels where the new side post
would match. These are cemented to the channel side sill and are fabricated from .010"x.060"x
6" styrene strips The simulated post clips are added after the body is cemented into place. The
reservoir brace is also made form .010"x .060'styrene strip.

Adding the corner steps...
r The corners of the sills are reinforced with a scrap piece of .040' styrene, trimmed to fit and

cemented in place.
o The holes are drilted to the proper width of the A-Line st€p at a slight angle so the step doesn't

intcrfere with the truck swing This will match the prototype (refer to Jeff Kocller's drawing).
o Cement the steps in place with CA or Contact Cement.

Additional Underframe Details to model if vou elect to take it
further...
. The drawing shows the channel to be 9-inches exposed below the boffom of the car body. The

drawings also show a series of rivets that held the bolster to the channel in a pattern like so :-.:
then a series of rivets at the main cross bearers like this : and at the small cross bearers in this
pattern -. and finally a series of twin rivets at a web stiffener brace (not shown in the drawing)
like this . . I elccted not to add these details however vou mav wish to.



. The drawings also show the 3inch
exposed section of the formed %e,n
bar with rivets along the center{ine of
the *rivet stripl This could be added
by embossing rivets the length of a
.005'strip of styrene- The post side
plates have rivets in each ofthe
exposed four corners. I elected to omit
these details on this model due to time
constraints
. Once the underframe work is
complete it is time to add the weight
to our car. I add the weight provided
and a little extra by using DAP@
KWIK SEAL adhesive caulking to
keep them in place.

Refining the Details on
the Carbody...
Improving the
ACCRAIL@ ARR car.

o Two years ago or so I decided to
experiment with removing molded
on ladder rungs in lieu of removing
the entire ladder. Although not as

acceptable with some folks it is a great alternative to removing an entire end or a ladder motded
onto dreadnaughts. A compromise, perhaps, but a time saving alternative to my modeling The
results will speak for themselves.

More Thoughts on Ladder Rung Replacement...
r The rungs are rcmoved with a chisel type XACTO knife blade. Care is taken not to mar the side

or endsl you may be forced to fill the area between the tadder stiles (I never do that ...see above)
o The end ladders require a narrowed chisel blade to accurately/safely remove aII the rung

material.
o One note the ACCURAIL@ car depicts a 7 rung ladder, we need an eight rung ladder... no

problem. We'll make our own jigs.
o Take your time this is the most difficult step.

Tips On Removing the unwanted details

'With the ladder-rung material removed, tightly sand the tops of the ladder stiles flush. This will
give a clean surface to apply our new ladder rungs

.Next remove the molded on grab irons, but making sure we donnt remove the molded on base. This
detail senes us well when we add the new grab irons

.Now remove the molded on brake platform braces as we will be replacing thcse with aluminum
strips made from pie pan strips ala Stan Rydarowicz The boffom of the pie pan is cut away the
remaining is cut in half and then I'x 2' strips are cut with a single edged razor blade and
flattened.

'The brake staff is carrdully removed with our chisel blade between the dreadnaughts Don't forget
the end grab iron as well

'tr'ill any damaged areas with plastic filler putty but if you're like me this isn't necessary... 3^)



More Detniling Tips...
o You may elect to replace your brake wheel with a commercial replacement part but look closety

at how well tooled the ACCIIRAIL@ brake whl is I simply neduced the thickness of the existing
wheel with my XACTO knife tighdy sand the bach and reused it Simple and quick... I like that

o The brake platfonn can be removed, but I simpty sanded it rhinner from the bottom side with a
finger nail file and elected to keep the brake whed housing and chain as is Prcper replacement
chain is nearly impossible to find if compared to the chain size tooled on the existing car.

o Lct's finish by removing the molded on corner steps, side siII tabs, e and reduce the door support
to a length of E'3' at the top and making a 45o angle trim towrrds the bottom leaving the shear
plates intacf. Yur carbody is now ready to re{etait to match the JefiKoeller drawings

o Just doublecheck any areas you have filled and sanded and perheps prime the areas for
insfiection, again if you're perfect...no pmblem! Wet sand the primed areas with ff6fi) grit wet
and dry sandpaper.

Creating L*dder Rungs.,.
' Ladder mngs ue created from cut pieces of .010' styrene rod stock I simply measune the distance

of the outside edges of the ladder stiles, strikes to parallel lines on a piece of MDtr'cutting block
and cut all I need plus a few spares.

. f then flatten at least one end with a my needle nose pliers and set them in a plastic bag until I am
ready to install them, making certain when I do that I match the ends and the sides

. I create an eight-mng jig by drilling into the spnre next to each rung (the gates) from the
InterMountain PS-l ladder spme. Then mar{< the ladder stile with the same size dritl dircctly
onto the carbody. Simple!

The Ends Justify the Mears...
. The ends arc nearingthe final steps and we'll
take care to add the most durable parts first We'll
add the side grab irons as well as the end grabs
keeping the old molded on grab iron bases Next
we add the refainervalve pipe made from .010'
brass wire, thinking again, in tenns of durability.
Then add the retairervalve, you may ehct a
commercial part here, I have made mine from
scrap styrene parts, two pieces of styrene nod
mounted on a scrap piece of shaped styrene strip.

More Ahout Those Ends
c The addition of the brake platform support

bracket from the strips of aluminum closely
match the molded on brackets, what a joy to
have something actually worh out... This tip
came fiom our friend and fellow modeler Stan
Rydanowicz

o As you can sec the flattened end of the new ladder grabs helps srpport the rung. As you can also
see there is a distinct difference between the original placement of the rungs and the new mn&
And you can also see the boo-boos that the removal can cruse. Notice to the detail tooled into the
brake wheel, well worth saving



Nearing the End...
o Finally I add my choice of roof welks,

in my cese it is the KADEE@' youn
nigbtbe an etched metalorthe CRM
plastig whaterm tb case it should be
metal and it should he APPEJ( and
either FCC or blaclg the B&W photo
only leads to speculation

o I electcd to edd my crrt levers end
brake hme rfter I ascemHed the
carbody rnd underfreme bgetbr.

o Le('sse{ thecarhody aside end finish
th underframe by addrng the
ACCRAIL@ proto couplen et this
point

ACCURAII- ACCUMATE PROTO IIO COUPLER
TNSTALLATION

o We have and I would suggest you obtain a#lOA2 PROTO:
HO drill jig. It contains one #55 drill bit, two mounting jigs
and instructions

o The originat coupler-mounting iig needs to be removed
from the original coupler box. The jig is bent to a 90oangle'
inserted and the two holes drilled into the origind box. The
outside edges ofthe box arc then removed and the new box
tested for fit

,;.,,;;1;:,fffiif'"'11,','-',.'-'r-i.,,:::"' Marriage is a wonderful thing...
o Next we can add the cut levers and the air brake hoses to the end of the car and we are ready for

paint

Finally off to
the Paint
Shops.."
. The basic paint

scheme forthis
car is freight car
red and a black
car cement roof
and black
underframe.I
painted tbe sides
and ends ofthe
car freight car color and tapped offthe roof and underframe and painted them black Then gave

them a coat of Testors gloss and set them overnight to dry.

Decal
Lettering
Diagram



Final Thoughts...

As you finish this model think of what doors it opens.
ACCRAIL@ is one of the few kits left where the detail is
tigbt and the floor is still the removable part most other
have a nemovable roof, which for this type projecf is
necessary...

Also, for me I will not stop here and I will take this into
print in the print media t share with others The nert of
ctnrrae will the Sante Fe rebuilds There is other as well
that will be a chdlenge the PRR X298, etc.

Some may challenge that this is one of 92 cars in a national
fleet of hundreds of thousands, but my spin to that ig yes,
but that is nearly two cars for every state on any given day.

The project was just good fun and the results provide a
great sense of accomplishnent and are very realistic.

Railroad Clip Art Collection

A Very Special Thanks to the Following...

n Please join me in a very special thanks to Bob Walker and Dennis
Storzek of ACCURAIL@ and thanks them via a simple email at
in*cl'';ff l*#c u ril i1. c$ ffi .

* A very special thanks to Erick Kote of Digital Fox and especially Jim Singer of Sth
Avenue Car Shops for his behind the scenes help, you'll never know how much
this was his project as well.

. A special thanls to Bob Hundman of Hundman Publishing for his use of the
drawing and to JeffKoeller for his insightful advise"

* A special thanlis to Richard Hendriclaon and Mike Broctq they could neyer know
how much personal inspiration they bring to all of us...

o To Monte Swifer, my mentor since the Heavens were created and to Stan
Rydarowica with a new tip for me every time I see him...

" The Absolute kindest of thanks to one of the hobbies most positive and
gracious men I have ever known and helped in this program, DR.
Denny Anspach, a kinder gentleman you will never meet!
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